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Online Tuxedo Measurement Form
Name:_________________________________
Email:___________________________________ Phone Number: _____________________________
Who is the Bride?_________________________ Who is the Groom? ____________________________
Measurements

Coat

Shirt

Pants

Height

Sleeve

Waist

Weight

Neck

Hips

Chest
Overarm

Shoes

Outseam

Shoe Size
Describe your body type: (slender, muscular, he ty, etc.)

Any notes, special instructions, or information shared from the professional? (examples are: coat size if you
tried one on, get a ﬁtted shirt, you need modern lat panel pants, etc)

Measurements taken by a professional?

Yes

No
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MEASURING GUIDE
We always recommend getting measured by a professional, but when that's not possible, use this guide to help
you get the best measurements possible. Always use a so t measuring tape, and when possible, have someone
else take the measurements for you. is is a two person job.
e measurements should not be uncomfortably
tight, but there should not be slack in the tape.

Coat

Height
If you don't already know your height, measure from the top of the head to the loor (without shoes) – this is
your height.
Weight
If you have a scale, use it as you normally would and record the weight provided by the device.
If you do not have access to a scale at home, you can estimate by using your last recorded weight and take into
consideration any changes your body has gone through since that time.
Chest
Have a friend wrap a measuring tape around the widest part of your chest and back, under your arms.

Overarm
Measure over the arms, across the largest part of chest and upper arms.

Shirt
Sleeve
Have a friend begin at the nape (center of the back of your neck) and guide the measuring tape out over your
shoulder and down the outer edge of your arm, stopping just past your wrist bone. Record this as your sleeve
length.
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Neck
Place tape around neck at the level the collar would be buttoned. Place one ﬁnger between the neck and make
sure the tape is snug but moves freely.

Pants

Waist
Take o f your belt, and measure snugly around your waist where your pants normally sit.

Hips
Measure around the widest part of your hips and buttocks. Sounds weird, but it helps.

Outseam
Looking straight ahead, place the start of tape at the side of waist at the navel level. Stretch tape down side of
length until you reach the top heel of the dress shoe or to desired length of pant.
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